MetaDoor - The Open Metadata Platform
The main purpose of libraries is to make information available to users.
Metadata has always been important to making collections discoverable.
Metadata has become even more critical for discoverability of the today's variety and volume of materials.
It is impossible to handle such vast amount of resources in the existing technology and workflows.
The Open Metadata Platform of the Future

- Community Based
- Free
- Efficient
- Discoverable
A Revolutionary Community Platform

Key Components:
- Community records
- Global index
- Preferred Record Service
- Open platform via APIs and Web interface
- Automated workflows
Every library can get their preferred record

Score algorithm
Calculating a ‘global’ score to all records

Preferences
Specify your preferences based on record attributes or sources to get your ideal bibliographic record

Preferred record service:
No one record suits all, but there is one that suits you
Open and Free Platform to the World
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